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KEYS-WIDE OVERVIEW  
 

The Sale of 30 commercial properties was a decrease of -30% from 
the 43 for the first half of 2013.  From 2010 thru 2012, an average 
of 46 commercial properties sold during the first half of each year.  
The high of 68 occurred during 2006 and the low of 17 in 2009. 
 

The $1.5MM Average Sale Price (ASP) for 2014 was +158% higher 
than the $590K for that period last year. The highest ASP for the 
last 14 years during the first half of the year was $2.195MM, which 
occurred in 2004 and 2005, with the lowest at $517MM in 2013. 
 

The Dollar Value of Sales rose by +80% to $45.7MM compared to 
$25.3MM for 2013 as a result of the +158% increase in ASP.   
During the past 14 years, the highest during the first half of the 
year was $118MM in 2005.  The lowest of $11MM occurred in 
2009. 
 

The Sale Price-to-Original List Price (SP/OLP) increased +27% to 
94.85% from 74.91% a year earlier.  (The SP/OLP compares the sale 
price of the property to the list price of the property at the time  
it first came on the market versus the list price at the time the 
contract was written, and provides a measure of the mismatch 
between many sellers’ initial list price and the market price  
acceptable to buyers.)  
 

The Sale Price-to-Final List Price (SP/FLP) of 97.83% was an  
increase of +19% from 82.22% in 2013.  (The SP/FLP compares the 
sale price of the property to the list price of the property at the 
time the contract was written instead of the time the property was 
first listed, and reflects the average percentage of the final listed 
price that buyers are paying for properties that have sold.)  This 
ratio is very high and means that buyers were, on average, only  
able to discount the asking price by about 2%, but more likely it 
represents the fact that a number of these transactions were  
entered into the MLS purely for statistical purposes and the list 
price and sale price were the same.  
 

The margin between the SP/OLP (94.85%) and SP/FLP (97.83%) is 
2.9%, which indicates, on average, a seller can anticipate price 
reductions during the term of the listing of 2.9% from their original 
list price to the final list price prior to receiving a buyer’s offer.  The 
lowest, 1.32%, occurred during the first half of 2006 and the largest 
reduction was 48.55% in 2007.   
 

Average Days to Sell increased +11% to 438 days from the 396 of 2013.  (This is a measure of the number of days between the date the property was listed and the date the 
sale closed.) 
 

MARKET AREA DETAILS 
 

Number of Sales: The number of sales declined across the four Keys market areas with the Middle Keys realizing the largest decrease, -60%, to 4 compared to 10 the  
previous half-year. The Upper Keys declined -40% to 3 from 5 during the first half of 2013.  The Lower Keys dropped by -20% to 4 from 5 last year, and Key West’s 19 sales 
were four fewer, -17%, than the 23 during the same period last year.  
 

Average Sale Price:  The Middle Keys had an exceptional increase of +469% to $2.8MM from $502K in 2013, propelled by the sale of a resort property for $7MM.  Key West’s 
ASP increased +162% to $1.6MM from $620K the previous year, primarily due to the sale of a shopping center and historical buildings on Duval Street.  The Upper Keys was up 
+128% going from $366K to $835K; the result of the sale of a commercial building in Upper Matecumbe (MM82) for $1.4MM.  The Lower Keys was the only market area that 
declined, down -73% to $228K from $847K in 2013.  
 

Dollar Value of Sales: Positive growth in the Dollar Volume of Sales occurred in the Middle Keys, +128% to $11.4MM, compared to $5MM last year; in Key West, +116%, at 
$30MM versus $14MM; and the Upper Keys with a +37% growth to $2.5MM versus the $1.8MM last year.  The Lower Keys had the only decline, -78% to $913K from $4MM 
in 2013.  
 

Sales Price to Original List Price (SP/OLP) and Sales Price to Final List Price (SP/FLP):  For the Upper, Middle, and Lower Keys, the margins of each category increased  
significantly as reflected in the overall percentages discussed in the Keys-Wide Overview.  Key West was the only market with a slight decline; however, the margin between 
SP/OLP and SP/FLP is less than one-half of one percent, an exceptionally low percentage, and the lowest of the four market areas.  The other three market areas range from 
2% for the Middle Keys, to 3.3% for the Upper Keys and 6.1% for the Lower Keys.     
 

Average Days to Sell:  The Upper Keys market expanded by +137% to 770 from 325 the previous year as two of the sold properties were listed in excess of two years.  Key 
West declined -35% to 283 compared to 434 in 2013.  The Middle Keys declined -25% to 213 versus 284 at the end of 2013, and Lower Keys days to sell dropped by -10% to 
487 days from 541 during the first half of last year.  We continue to believe the average sale periods reported are artificially low as they do not accurately account for the  
property being previously listed with one or more brokers prior to being sold.  

*Source: Tri-Services Multiple Listing Service (MLS) Board Key Largo to Key West 



Summary:  While the number of commercial sales reported by the MLS fell significantly in the first half of 2014 vs. 
the prior year, the 30 sales is on par with the 27 in the first half of 2012.  The Average Sales Price is the highest since 
2006 and the Dollar Volume of Sales exceeds prior half-year totals and full year totals as far back as 2007, with the 
exception of 2010, which was $52 million. 

We also looked at the trends for improved commercial sales from Key Largo to Marathon for July 2011 to July 2014 
in the two comparison charts above which clearly illustrate the trend toward higher prices evidenced on page 1. 
 

Comparing similar sized property sales in 2011 and 2012 vs. the same period in 2013 and 2014, the Average Price 
Per Sq. Ft. has increased by +25% to almost $180 per sq. ft.  Similarly, the three (3) 2013 sales in the first half of last 
year average $163 per sq. ft. and the four (4) sales in the first half of 2014, average $201 per sq. ft. for a +23%  
increase. 
 

The commercial real estate markets generally follow their residential counterparts.  Overall, the number of real  
estate sales of all types in the first half of 2014 have been flat over the prior year with significant average sales price 
increases, however, of over 1% per month year-over-year.  Similarly, the number of commercial sales are flat over 
2012 and down over 2013 in the first half of each of these years with significant average sales price increases  
approaching 2% per month for similar commercial properties. 
 

With a very strong tourism economy, good economic fundamentals and inherently limited supplies of real estate 
based on geography and regulations, we expect the commercial markets in The Keys to steadily continue to  
improve. 


